
Postpartum Self-Care – The Exercises
These exercises can be done daily, or whenever you fnd ten minutes for self-care.

Foam Roller Work

1. Chest Stretch (30-60 seconds) 2. Scapula Squeeze (6-8x)
Lie on your back with the whole Extend arms to ceiling and interlace 
length of your spine on the roller, fngers. Inhale and reach knuckles to
knees bent and feet fat. Bring your ceiling, allowing scapula to come off
arms to goalpost position, forearms roller and wrap around sides of ribs. 
and wrists parallel to foor. You With arms straight, exhale and 
should feel a stretch across the chest squeeze scapula back down and 
and front of armpits. Breathe. around roller.

3. Walking Arms (6-8x) 4. Arm Circles (4 each way)
Reach both arms to the ceiling, Reach both arms to the ceiling,
palms facing knees. Simultaneous- palms facing knees. Carry both arms
ly reach one arm overhead, overhead, trying to touch the foor,
towards foor, and other arm down then circle them out and down,
to foor next to hip. Keeping a dragging the fngertips along the
parallel pathway, alternate arms as foor until they reach your hips. 
though “walking”. Complete the circle by carrying your

arms straight up and overhead again.

5. Pelvic Tilts (8x)
Lie on the roller with neutral spine. Draw the low belly
deeply back to the spine, engaging the transverse
abdominals. Exhale and draw the pubic bone up the
front towards your sternum, tipping the pelvis toward 
you (imprinted spine). Check to make sure you aren't
pushing with your feet or squeezing your glutes. Inhale
to release back to neutral.

Mat Work

6. Cat/Cow (4-6 sets) 7. Pregnant Cat Abdominals
Come to all 4s, with Come to all 4s with neutral spine. 
knees under hips and Without shifting the bones, take a
hands just wider than big breath in, allowing the belly to
shoulders. Find neutral soften and expand towards the foor.
spine (sitz bones wide, Exhale and pull the abdominals in to

belly in, ribs connected, shoulder blades on back, head in line the spine, resisting the urge to round 
with spine.) Exhale and round your back, bringing head and the back and tuck the pelvis.
tail toward foor, belly pulling up to spine. Keeping belly to
spine, inhale and arch your back, bringing head and tail 
toward ceiling and drawing shoulders down.

9. Tuppler Elevators (TVA & PF)
8. All Fours Swimming (3 sets)        

Come to all 4s with neutral spine. See attached hand-         
Complete one round of pregnant out for detailed         
cat abdominals, fnishing with the explanation of the
belly pulling in toward the spine. Tuppler Technique
Stabilize shoulders, spine, and Exercises.

pelvis as you slide right arm and left leg straight out, then lift
away from foor. Keep both hip bones facing the foor, spine
neutral, belly in. Stay for 3 breaths, then repeat other side.
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